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idJR101207About Us:CureMD excels in providing advanced tools and technologies that

empower healthcare professionals to make informed decisions about patient care. Our state-

of-the-art solutions harness the power of data analytics, artificial intelligence, and machine

learning to analyze patient information, decipher patterns, and render actionable insights.

These advanced technologies equip physicians with profound insights into each patient's

health, enabling them to formulate precise diagnoses, implement highly effective treatment

strategies, and deliver top-quality care with ease.Job Overview:You will lead the design and

development of complex software solutions, providing technical expertise and guidance to the

engineering team. Your role involves shaping the architectural vision, implementing best

practices, and driving innovation to meet business objectives. As a key contributor, you'll play a

pivotal role in advancing our technology stack and ensuring the delivery of high-quality,

scalable software solutions.

Essential Job Responsibilities:Provide technical leadership for the design and development

of software solutions.

Shape and evolve the software architecture, ensuring compliance with healthcare industry

standards and regulations.

Drive innovation by introducing cutting-edge technologies and methodologies.

Collaborate with cross-functional teams to gather and translate healthcare requirements into

technical solutions.
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Champion code quality, testing practices, and continuous integration for high-quality software

delivery.

Mentor and coach junior engineers, fostering professional growth and skill development.

Stay updated on healthcare regulations, ensuring software solutions align with industry

standards.

Facilitate clear communication of architectural decisions and technical strategies to

stakeholders.

Optimize processes, promote automation, and identify efficiency improvements in healthcare

software development.

Required Qualifications:

BS degree in Computer Science or Software Engineering.

05 - 8 years of experience in software development in Microsoft based, one or more

general-purpose programming languages.

Experience working the following technologies: web application development, HTML, CSS,

Microservices, JavaScript/JQuery, ASP.NET, SQL, WCF, Web APIs, Version Controlling

and Application Security.

Experienced in using tools including: Visual Studio, SQL Server, Team Foundation Server.

IT healthcare domain knowledge will be preferable.

Detailed knowledge of the IIS/Web server.

Interest and ability to learn other coding languages as needed.

Working proficiency and communication skills in verbal and written English.

Compensation and Benefits:

Competitive base salary and yearly bonus.

Health benefits (Outpatient, Inpatient, Maternity).

Provident Fund company matches up to 8% of the base salary.

Company-sponsored trainings, workshops, education, and development programs.

Collaborative yet fun-loving atmosphere: space that fosters employee wellbeing.

Commuter support, supportive workspaces, gym facility, and daycare.#J-18808-Ljbffr
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